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Brief Communication

Population Pressure and Subsistence Strategies
Among the Mbuti Pygmies
WilliamS. Abruzzi'

Several distinguishing features which have characterizedMbuti subsistence in
the Ituri Forest in eastern Zaire have so far eluded an ecological explanation.
The most notable of these features is the separationof the Mbuti into two distinct economic divisions: net-huntersand archers.In this communication I suggest that this distinction represents the differential response by different segments of the Mbuti population to the disruptiveinfluences that have resulted
from the invasion of their habitat by non-Mbuti populations (see Abruzzi,
1979).
Researchershave consistently attested to the prominence of these two
subsistence strategies among the Mbuti (cf. Putnam, 1948; Turnbull, 1965a,b,
1968; Harako, 1976; Hart, 1978). While the net-huntersoccupy largercamps,
comprisingbetween seven and thirty families, and practicea communalform of
hunting, archers inhabit smaller groups and hunt individually with bow and
arrow.A net-hunt,which entailsthe beating of underbrushby women (primarily)
in order to drive game into nets attended by the men, "demandscooperation
between a minimum of six or seven nuclear families and allows a maximum of
thirty" (Turnbull, 1968: 135; cf. Harako, 1976: 58-66; Tanno, 1976: 109). In
distinct contrast to the net-hunt, "the ideal number of archersfor either tracking or ambushinggame is three. Five would alreadybe felt as unwieldy" (Turnbull, 1968: 135; cf. Harako, 1976: 66-74). Moreover,while net-hunters and
archers are quite aware of the alternatehunting technique, and even adopt the
appropriate hunting methods when living in each other's camps (Turnbull,
1968: 134), the employment of these two subsistence strategies,as well as the
location of net-hunterand archercamps, appearsto exhibit a relativelydiscrete
distributionwithin the forest (cf. Turnbull, 1965a: 317, Map 2; Harako,1976:
45, 85; Tanno, 1976: 122).
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Two explanations have been offered to account for this variation in subsistence strategies,neitherofwhich proposes an ecological basis. Turnbull(1968)
suggests that the division of the Mbuti into net-huntersand archersis the result
of fortuitous forces which have been permitted to operate due to the generosity
of an abundant or "permissiveenvironment." Harako (1976: 84-86), on the
other hand, proposes that the distinction emergedas a consequence of different
historical contacts. Recognizing archery as the original strategy of the Mbuti,
Harakosuggeststhat some Mbuti became net-huntersas a result of contact with
Bantu-speakingpopulations who reportedly introduced nets into the area. The
high efficiency of net-hunting, he maintains, "caused it to spread rapidly"
(Harako, 1976: 86). While Harako'sexplanation comes closer to accounting for
the west-east distributionof the net-huntersand archers,it is nonecological, proposing the operation of diffusion within an ecological vacuum.The net-hunting
technique did not spread rapidly to the east and northeast, for example. Furthermore, the members of the archerband studied by Harako(1976: 47) were
originally Sudanic-speakingMbuti who came to be connected with Bantuspeaking peoples 20 years prior to his studying them, yet they had not adopted
the net-hunting technique. While a reference to outside sources may be valid
for the purpose of locating the origin of a particulartrait, diffusion alone cannot
explain the acceptance of that same trait, particularlyif its adoption displays a
clear and nonuniversaldistribution.
The distributionof resourcesin the Ituri Forest shows temporal and spatial
variationsthat have important implications for human populations employing a
hunting and gathering subsistence strategy. Distinct wet and dry seasons occur
within the forest (Harako,1976: 42; Tanno, 1976: 103; see Abruzzi, 1979). In addition, Harako(1976: 41-42) distinguishesseveral different biotic communities
within the boundaries of the forest, including three types of primaryforest, a
swamp forest, and secondary forest in the vicinity of agriculturalsettlements.
Perhaps the most significant spatial variation from the perspective of Mbuti
hunters is the existence of disturbed forest areas due to the encroachment of
non-Mbuti populations. For several centuries the Ituri Forest has served as the
focus of a continuing invasion of agriculturalpopulations expanding from the
more densely settled regions to the east. In recent years, the invasion of the
Mbuti habitat has approachednew dimensions, particularlyin the southeastern
region: in addition to the disturbancesproduced by the activities of swidden
agriculture,the regionhas suffered the impact of mining, commercialplantations,
tourist centers, missions, administrativesettlements, a station for the capture of
game animals, and consequent road building (Turnbull, 1975b: 299), as well as
the profound impact derivingfrom commercialinterest in the Mbutihunt (Hart,
1978). This invasion not only has caused the Mbuti to retreatfrom their former
dispersed occupation (Abruzzi, 1979), but also has all but eliminated their exclusive exploitation of those remainingareas of the forest which they inhabit
today. The area of continuous disruption encompassesthe principallocation of
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archer distribution (Turnbull, 1965a: 317, Map 2; 1965: 299). Exclusive subsistence upon the forest resourcesin much of the disturbedareashas been considered either very difficult (Turnbull, 1965b: 299, Harako,1976: 81) or nearly
impossible (Hart, 1978: 331). Moreover,while the Mbuti habitat, like that of
other contemporaryhunters and gatherers,has been reduced in size due to the
expansion of competing agriculturaland industrialsystems, there is no indication of a reduction in the size of the Mbuti population (Turnbull, 1965a: 26).
The largercamps and the cooperativehunting technique employed by the
net-hunters,unique among contemporaryhunters,may be seen to representpredictable responses to the subsistencepressuresthat accruefrom continued population growth within a fixed, or declining, resource base (cf. Boserup, 1965;
Stevenson, 1968; Odum, 1971; Spooner, 1972; Harner,1975; Harris,1977). The
continued growth of a human population within a circumscribedhabitat demands an increased intensification in the exploitation of a given unit of land
within that domain. Moreover,due to the Law of DiminishingReturns,such increases in population density are likely to raise the per capita work loads of
members of that population in order to maintainexisting levels of consumption
(Boserup, 1965: 41ff; Odum, 1971: 187; Harris,1977: 176, passim).
While the elasticity of farming and the productive advantagesderiving
from an individual farmer'sinvestment in a specific plot of land may permit a
limited intensification of land use in conjunction with a decreasein the size of
productiveunits (cf. Netting, 1969), demandfor greateryields in the absenceof
major technological subsidies clearly places pressure upon local segments of a
populationto increasethe level of coordinationin food production. The demand
for coordinationis particularlyacute where continued disjunctionof subsistence
activities increasinglythreatens the stability or survivalof the largerpopulation
(cf. Carneiro, 1970). For contemporaryhunter and gatherers,whose resource
base is inherently inelastic, and for whom the exclusive possession of a specific
section of land does not represent a viable adaptation to the exploitation of
mobile resources (cf. Lee, 1972: 139-140), increasesin population density are
likely to lead to increases in social cooperation and organization,and to associated adjustmentsin per capitawork loads. The evolution of more complex human communities comprises in part the evolution of organizationsand institutions which assure a minimum productivity, and which protect the basis of
that productivityfrom internaland external threat.2
Continued relianceupon a shrinkingforest habitat has demandedthat the
net-hunters hunt cooperatively and employ a technology (nets) and a social
organization(see Turnbull, 1965b: 298) which facilitatethe integrationof labor

as diverse as those which control the construction, operation, and maintenance (including defense) of complex irrigation systems and those which police largescale buffalo hunts constitute such stabilizing mechanisms.
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at a more inclusive level.3 These characteristicsof net-hunterbands suggestthat
the population pressureexperiencedby them has been greaterthan that sustained
by archerbands, despite the fact that it is the latter that inhabit those areasof
the forest most affected by the encroachmentof non-Mbutipopulations.While
reliable demographicdata which would resolve this apparent paradox are not
available,some relevantinformationdoes exist which may clarify the issue.
Turnbull(1965a: 317, Map 2) recorded the locations of 65 Mbuti camps
which he visited; while about 50 of these were net-huntercamps, only about 15
were those of archers.Although the representativenessof his sample cannot be
determined, Turnbull's survey, in conjunction with the fact that net-hunter
camps are generallylargerthan those of archers,does suggest that the net-hunters
comprise the denser of the two populations. Current research on the Mbuti,
moreover, appearsto reinforce this impression. Tanno (1976: 125) and Harako
(1976: 58), for example, report averagedaily lengths of time expended by nethunters duringnet-huntsof 7 hours and 56 minutes and 8 hours and 21 minutes,
respectively. By contrast, Harako(1976: 67) reports that, depending upon the
method employed, the averageamount of time spent per day in hunting by archers may vary between 3 hours and 25 minutes and 4 hours and 18 minutes,
but "never exceeded seven hours." Furthermore,while the frequency of hunting
by archersis not indicated, Tanno (1976: 114) claimsthat the incidence of hunting among net-huntersincreaseswith the size of the band, such that largerbands
would hunt practicallyevery day. Harako'sband, for example, which was larger
than that studied by Tanno, not only consumed more time per hunt, but also
hunted more frequently.
The substantiallygreaterlabor cost of net-huntingis recognizedeven more
clearly when the greatersize of the net-huntingunit (which is distinct from the
entire band) is considered.Whereasamong the archers,only adult men participate in the hunt, net-huntingincorporatesand fundamentallydepends upon the
labor of women (cf. Tanno, 1976: 114-115), and at times even of childrenand
the elderly (Hart, 1978: 337). The labor power provided by women is critical
to the success of the net-hunt: while Tanno (1976: 114) claims that the number
of women participatingin a net-hunt was "always somewhatless than the number of men," Harako's(1976: 60, Table 4) data indicate that for the band he
studied the number of women participatingnormally exceeded the number of
men. Moreover,due to the exhausting nature of net-hunting,fatigue, particularly of the women, restrictsits performance(Tanno, 1976: 114). Thus, while the
net-huntershave achieved a more abundant and stable hunting returnthan have
3See Turnbull's (1961: 94-108) discussion of the "crime of Cephu," which he describes as
"one of the most heinous crimes in Pygmy eyes, and one that rarely occurs" (Turnbull,
1961: 109). Cephu, a member of the Epulu net-hunting band, was discovered secretly
placing his net ahead of the nets of the other members of the band. The seriousness of
Cephu's crime in the eyes of these Mbuti was symbolized by the permission given everyone
(even children) since that event to act disrespectfully toward him. This incident clearly demonstrates that pressures exist among the net-hunters for cooperation in the hunt.
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the archers(Harako, 1976: 84), they have done so only at the cost of a considerable increase in the total amount of labor expended in hunting activities.
Due to the problems inherent in coordinatingthe activities of largernet-hunts,
these net-hunting units encounter greater difficulty in maintaininga sufficient
number of separate net-casts per day (cf. Tanno, 1976: 115). Consequently,
they require reserve labor power in order to allow net-huntingto occur nearly
every day (Tanno, 1976: 114). The amount of energy consumed by the nethunters in their subsistence activities, then, is considerablygreaterthan that reported for other hunters, such as the Bushmen(cf. Lee, 1968; Tanaka, 1976),
and they scarcelyqualify for Sahlins'(1968) designationas the "originalaffluent
society."
The explanationfor the absenceof such indicationsof population pressure
in the subsistence activities of the archers,who inhabitthat regionof the forest
most affected by the encroachmentof non-Mbutipopulations, appearsto lie in
the relativedependenceof net-huntersand archersupon the naturalproductivity
of the forest. Putnam(1948: 333) and Turnbull(1965b: 301) have claimedthat,
while the net-huntersdepend for their survivalprimarilyupon the productivity
of the forest, the archers are dependent principally upon the gardenproduce
they receivefrom the agriculturalvillages,in exchange for protectingthe gardens
from the ravagesof game animals,particularlyelephants (Putnam, 1948: 330).
Hence, while the natural productivity of the forest has experienced a decline,
forcing many hunters to band together in order to sustain and stabilize their
hunting return, a new niche appearsto have emerged,enablingsome hunters to
reduce their dependenceupon the shrinkingforest and benefit instead from the
increased productivity made availableby the village gardens.In addition, these
hunters have profited from the new level of productivity without becoming involved in the heavy labor upon which it is based (cf. Turnbull, 1961: 172-173;
1965a: 39).
Harako(1976: 86) disagreeswith the claim of Putnam and Turnbullthat
the net-hunters are less dependent upon the gardensof the agriculturalvillages
than are the archers.Some of this disagreement,however, may be a function of
the events that have occurred since the researchof Putnam and Turnbull.The
years since their researchhave witnessed an intensification of outside encroachment upon the Ituri Forest. The most significantnew element, beginningaround
1958 (Hart, 1978: 332), has been the growth in the commercialsale of meat
caught by Mbuti hunters. Because of the greater abundance and reliability of
their hunts, the net-huntershave been the focus of the meat trade. Commercial
trading followed 72% of the 85 net-hunts recordedby Hart (1978: 343), and
accounted for 39% of the total meat resourcescaught. For one 26-day period
these Mbuti hunted practically every day and traded nearly half (47%) of the
total meat captured to commercialtraders(Hart, 1978: 337). Hart(1978: 340)
even suggeststhat on days of poor hunting the Mbutimay be left with less than
adequatemeat resourcesfor their own consumption. The intensity of the commercial trade has become so great, at least in some areas,that Hart(1978: 347)
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noted a 32% decline in hunting return over 3 years for three camps bordering
on the more densely settled portion of his study area,and the Zairegovernment
has imposed a ban on meat trading during the heavy rainy season in order to
protect the principal game populations during their breeding season (Harako,
1976: 43; Hart, 1978: 342). The recent decline in the numberof game animals
apparentlyalso has led to increasingband movementsover largerranges,thus increasingthe incidence of conflicts between bands (Hart, 1978: 341), as well as
to the adoption of insipient agriculturalpractices by the Mbuti (Hart, 1978:
349).
From the perspective of the thesis proposed here, however, a significant
difference has existed between net-huntersand archersin their dependence upon village gardens. The reliance of net-huntersupon village gardenshas not replaced their dependence upon the forest; rather, the incorporation of female
laborersinto the net-hunt,which has been intensifiedby the recentgrowthin commercial meat trade, has curtailed their participationin food-gatheringactivities
and necessitated the purchase of vegetable foods from the village. While the
calories consumed by net-huntersmay be more or less evenly dividedtoday between the products of the forest and those of the garden(cf. Hart, 1978: 340),
acquisition of all of these calories depends ultimately upon the productivity of
the forest since the garden products must be obtained through exchange with
meat. The archers, on the other hand, obtain their produce through services
which are energetically cheaper to provide than is the meat traded by the nethunters. The sufficiency of the return provided to the archersin exchange for
protectingthe villagegardensis suggestedby the fact that, even though the archers
acquire much less meat in the hunt than do the net-hunters,they apparentlyexperience little pressure to spend any more time hunting than they already do.
The explanationherein proposed for the persistentdistinctionbetween the
net-hunters and archersmay be summarized.As a result of the continuous invasion of the Ituri Forest by expanding populations of swidden agriculturalists,
primarily from the east, the size of the Mbuti population has been gradually
increasing relative to its available resources. Consequently, those Mbuti who
have retained primary dependence upon the naturalproductivity of the forest
have had to band together, adopt a new technology, and increase their hunting
effort in an attempt to ensure a sufficient hunting return.At the same time, the
encroaching populations have allowed a distinct niche to be created, in which
certain hunters have been able to obtain some of the produce from the village
gardens through energeticallycheap labor exchanged through individualtrading
relations. Recent developments, while increasing the reliance of net-hunters
upon domesticated food supplies,have done so by augmentingtheir dependence
upon the naturalproductivity of the forest, thus intensifyingexisting evolutionary developments. However, due to the current depletion of game resources,
continued expansion of the commercialmeat trade may undermine the future
viability of the Mbutihunting adaptationwithin the Ituri Forest.
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